
1. Introduction

Multimedia applications such as video and audio have
recently become widely used, and the various band-
width flows associated with them now occupy most net-
works. Under the resulting heterogeneous traffic cond i-
tions, the character of the traffic flows is different from
that of best-effort data traffic. Therefore, quality-of-ser-
vice (QoS) controls are important. One of these QoS cont-
rols is call admission control (CAC), which judges whe-
ther new flows that arrive can be accommodated in a
network. CAC will be increasingly required to maintain
QoS as streaming flows occupy more and more network
bandwidth.

In a heterogeneous traffic environment, conventio-
nal CAC results in some broadband flows, such as vi-
deo, etc., not being accommodated because of block-
ing by narrowband flows such as audio, etc. This deg-
rades network utilization and is known as a fraction ef-
fect problem [1]. Several studies have proposed the use
of reservation controls to solve these problems, which
means that unused bandwidths are reserved for sub-
sequent broadband flows [2-6]. These controls have im-
proved resource utilization in networks [7].

It should be noted, however, that while network car-
riers benefit from improved utilization of network re-
sources, it is important to improve the satisfaction of
individual users. The level of individual satisfaction de-
pends on the success of CACs in accommodating flows,
but users’ satisfaction is not always proportional to us-
ers’ assigned bandwidth because the values of various
applications are not always proportional to the band-
width. 

Therefore, conventional CACs, which aim to increase
resource utilization under the condition that users’ s a-
tisfaction is proportional to the bandwidth available
to them, are unlikely to maximize total users’ satisfac-
tion.

As stated above, a focus on user satisfaction means
that the correlation between each users’ satisfaction and
the users’ own bandwidth must be taken into account.
The basic study reported in this paper is that broadband
and narrowband flows should be treated equally. Let
us assume that each flow receives equal satisfaction
as a result of being accommodated in a network, even
if each flow has a different bandwidth. Operating under
this condition should improve total user satisfaction.
This means that as many flows as possible should be
accommodated in networks, under the assumption that
flows that have different bandwidths are equal from the
viewpoint of user satisfaction. 

In a conventional research approach to this prob-
lem, a CAC that accommodates as many VoIP flows as
possible has been proposed [8]. However, the only form
of control provided by this CAC is merely to give prio-
rity to admission of VoIP flows. Moreover, this research
does not consider that users’ satisfaction is equal even
if there are differences in the bandwidth used for vari-
ous flows. Therefore, the method does not maximize the
total number of flows accommodated in a network. 

In this paper, we propose a novel CAC strategy for
maximizing total accommodated flows based on a new
philosophy that heterogeneous flows should be treated
equally in networks. We also propose a CAC algorithm
that limits flows to two types, narrowband and broadband. 

We first describe the concept on which our propo-
sed CAC is based and then present a theoretical analy-
sis of the model. We also present numerical analyses
that show the effectiveness of our CAC. 

2. Proposed CAC

A. Concept of new flow admission control
In typical CACs, arriving flows are evaluated whether

or not they can be accommodated in a network. When
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a bandwidth is available to accommodate a flow, the
flow is accommodated, but when no bandwidth is avail-
able, the flow is rejected. As stated in Section 1, the pur-
pose of the CAC proposed in this paper is to maximize
total accommodated flows by treating heterogeneous
flows equally. In conventional CAC studies, unused band-
width is often reserved for broadband flows to increase
resource utilization. In contrast, in this paper, bandwidth
is reserved for narrowband flows based on the fact that
multiple narrowband flows can be accommodated if one
broadband flow is rejected. 

In fact, maximizing the number of total accommoda-
ted flows is equal to minimizing the total call blocking
rate of broadband and narrowband flows in a network.
Therefore, each arriving flow is evaluated, whether it i s
accommodated or not, using the procedure proposed
below. 

B. Proposal procedure of CAC
1) Let bƒ be the bandwidth of an arriving new flow.
2) Let bnow be the total bandwidth of the flows 

currently accommodated in a network when 
a new flow arrives.

3) bnow is evaluated to assess whether bnow is  
greater than or equal to the threshold Th or not.
If bnow is less than Th, the arriving flow 
is accommodated.

4) If bnow is greater than or equal to Th and bnow+bƒ
is less than or equal to B which means bandwidth
of the link, narrowband flow is accommodated,
but a broadband flow is rejected. If bnow+bƒ i s
greater than B, every arriving flow is rejected. 

Figure 1. Flow chart

Th is the threshold that decides whether the band-
width for broadband flows should be reserved for a
narrowband flow. This Th should be appropriately con-
figured to maximize the total number of accommodated
flows. Below, we show the performance of our propo-
sed CAC using a theoretical analysis based on a queu-
ing system.

3. Theoretical analysis

A. Construction of model
In our proposed CAC, each arriving broadband and

narrowband flow is evaluated to assess whether or not
it can be accommodated in a network. Therefore, our
proposed CAC is modeled as a M1M2/M1M2/S/S loss
system, which means that both broadband and narrow-
band flows arrive independently in a network. We deri-
ve the total flow blocking probability (total call block-
ing rate) from the state transition probability by solving
the state transition equations of this queuing model.
Thus, an optimal Th is calculated that minimizes the to-
tal call blocking rate. As a result, we can maximize the
total number of flows accommodated in a network by
applying the optimal Th. Let every bandwidth in this
M1M2/M1M2/S/S system be normalized by the bandwidth
of a narrowband flow. 

Then, as shown in Figure 2, the bandwidth of the link
is normalized to s servers; one narrowband flow occu-
pies one server, and one broadband flow occupies m
servers. When one or more servers are idle, a narrow-
band flow can be accommodated in the network. When
m or more servers are idle, a broadband flow can be ac-
commodated in the network. In other cases, neither flow
can be accommodated in the network. 

Table 1 shows the defini-
tions of each parameter. The
bandwidth of the l ink is k B
[Mbps]. The arrival rates of both
the narrowband and broad-
band flows comply with Po-
isson distributions indepen-
dently.

ρ1 and ρ2 denote the arrival rates, respectively. The
holding times of the two types of flows comply with ex-
ponential distributions, with rates of b1 for narrowband
flows and b2 for broadband flows. The state probability
when the number of narrowband flows is n1 and the
number of broadband flows is n2 in the networks is
P(n1, n2). In addition, the narrowband traffic intensity
ρ1 and broadband traffic intensity ρ2 for each flow is 

respectively. 

Table 1.  Parameters

Figure 2.  
Model of heterogeneous traff i c
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B. Derivation of state transition equations
The state probability and call blocking rate when

there is no bandwidth reservation control in a hetero-
geneous traffic network were generally derived in a pre-
vious study [9]. The narrowband and broadband call
blocking rates are shown as follows, respectively:

(1)

(2)

General state transition equations in heterogeneous
traffic networks are shown in [7] for situations when the
bandwidth for both narrowband and broadband flows is
reserved. 

In conventional research on improving resource uti-
lization, only the bandwidth for narrowband flows has
been reserved. There has been no reservation of band-
width for broadband flows. General state transition equ-
ations in heterogeneous traffic networks are also shown
[3] for situations when only the bandwidth for narrow-
band flows is reserved. Because it is difficult to solve
both these general equations, these methods have on-
ly been evaluated using numerical analysis or an app-
roximate solution in conventional studies [10]. 

In contrast, we investigated performances when the
bandwidth for broadband flows was reserved for nar-
rowband flows. The purpose of this approach, which has
not been used in previous research, is to maximize the
total number of accommodated flows. 

Figure 3.  
Transition diagram for broadband and narrowband flows
(reservation control)

Figure 3 shows a state transition diagram. In this fi-
gure, the vertical axis gives the number of broadband
flows, and the horizontal axis gives the number of nar-
rowband flows. In figure, the parameters are B = 9, b1 = 1,
and b2 = 3. The number in each circle indicates the to-
tal bandwidth of narrowband and broadband flows cur-

rently accommodated in a network at the state. For simp-
l ic i ty, arrows that show a flow leaving (in a downward
or left direction) are omitted. From here on, bandwidths
kB [Mbps], k b1 [Mbps] and k b2 [Mbps] are normalized to
kb1, that is, kb1 = 1, kB = B, and kb2 = b2, respectively. In
addition, let B be b2N2 for simplicity in this study. 

In our proposed CAC, as shown in Section 2.B, if the
total accommodated bandwidth bnow is greater than or
equal to the threshold Th when a new flow arrives, the
bandwidth for broadband flows is reserved for narrow-
band flows, and an arriving broadband flow is rejected.
N’2 is the maximum number of broadband flows that can
be accommodated with reservation control. The range
of the threshold Th is  0 ≤ Th ≤ B – b2. 

Figure 3 shows an example when Th=4. When the to-
tal accommodated bandwidth bnow is greater than or equ-
al to 4 (bnow ≥ 4), reservation control begins, and arriving
broadband flows are rejected. When our proposed sys-
tem of reservation control is not applied, the number of
maximum accommodated broadband flows N2 is 3 (N2
= 3). When our reservation system is applied with a thres-
hold Th, the number of maximum accommodated broad-
band flows decreases to 2 (N2 = 2). Instead of using this
reservation, more narrowband flows could be accom-
modated. 

To set up static state transition equations from the
transition diagram which shows our proposed CAC sys-
tem, let the total accommodated flows bnow be conside-
red as b1n1 + b2n2 (bnow = b1n1 + b2n2). Here, state transi-
tion events in infinitesimal time (∆t ) are limited to neigh-
boring states because this state transition diagram as-
sumes a Poisson distribution for arrival and an expo-
nential distribution for processing. Therefore, each state
is grouped into six state groups from state A to state F: 
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Figure 4.  State transition diagram

In addition, because n1≥0 and n2≥0 are required,
when n1<0 or n2<0, let P(n1,n2) = 0. 

The sum of all state probabilities is equal to 1. This
summation is given by the following equation: 

(3)

In this equation, {A,B,C,D,E,F} mean a set of each
state, A, B, C, D, E, and F, respectively. 

Above these equations, which relate to all states,
are simultaneous linear equations with variable P(n1,
n2). 

By using P(n1, n2), which is derived from these state
transition equations, the narrowband call-blocking rate
r1 and broadband call-blocking rate r2 can be given by
the following equation, respectively:
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(4)

(5)

Both r1 and r2 mean the summation of state probabi-
lities which cannot transit to neighboring states when
a new flow arrives. 

C. Derivation of Total Call Blocking Rate
As shown in Section 3.B, when both the narrowband

and broadband call blocking rates are calculated, the
total call blocking rate, which reflects user satisfac-
tion, is given by the following equation: 

(6)

In this equation, α is the weight of user satisfaction
when a broadband flow is accommodated in a network.
For example, when user satisfaction is proportional to
the user’s own bandwidth, user satisfaction with the
broadband flow is equal to its own bandwidth for broad-
band flow (α =b2) [7]. In this paper, the weight of user sa-
tisfaction is set to 1 (α =1) as a basic condition of the
stud y. Under this condition, Eq. 6 shows the total call-
blocking rate when every flow is equal. 

Thus, to minimize the total blocking rate, we need to
find the optimal threshold Thopt under the constraint of
state transition equations. However, because it is diff i-
cult to solve these state equations [3], P(n1, n2) and rtotal
are calculated using numerical calculation for numeri-
cal analysis. In the following section, we describe the
performance relations between the optimal threshold
Thopt and the optimal total call-blocking rate ropt. 

4. Evaluation of the characteristics 
of our proposed CAC using numerical
analysis

To examine the effectiveness of our proposed CAC us-
ing numerical analysis, optimal total call-blocking rates
ropt were calculated by changing the traffic intensity ρ1
and ρ2 and by changing the threshold Th. This optimal
call-blocking rate ropt is given by the optimal threshold
Thopt, which minimizes the total call-blocking rate for
each traffic condition. 

Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 show the optimal total call-
blocking rates ropt and the total call-blocking rates with-
out the proposed reservation control by changing the
traffic intensity ρ1 and ρ2 and by changing the broadband
bandwidth b2. 
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These total call-blocking rates without the proposed
reservation control are calculated by substituting equa-
tions (1) and (2) into equation (6). The horizontal axis is
the traffic intensity of narrowband flows ρ1. Each para-
meter is shown as in Table 2. 

Table 2.  
Parameters for mathematical analysis

We can describe the characteristic relations between
traffic intensity and optimal total call-blocking rate ropt
as follows. 

1) When ρ2 is fixed, the larger ρ1 is, 
and the larger the decrease is by the proposed
reservation control.

2) The larger ρ2 is, the larger the decrease is 
by the proposed reservation control.

3) The larger b2 is, the larger the wave oscillation
is of rtotal without the proposed reservation 
control. 
This is known as a fraction effect problem [9].

4) The larger ρ1 and b2 are, the smaller ropt is. 

Regarding 1), in Figure 5 when ρ2 =15 is fixed, while
the difference between ropt with our reservation control
and rtotal without our reservation control is about 1% when
ρ1 = 5, the difference is about 10% when ρ1 = 30. 

Regarding 2), in Figure 5 when ρ1= 30, while the dif-
ference between ropt with our control and rtotal without our
control is about 1% when ρ2 = 1, the difference is about
10% when ρ2 = 15. Therefore, the larger ρ1 and ρ2 are, the
larger the decrease in the total call-blocking rate is. 

Regarding 3), in Figure 8, if the total call-blocking
rate without our reservation control waves by the frac-
tion effect problem, our reservation control can prevent
the total call-blocking rate from increasing. For exam-
ple, in Figure 8, when ρ1= 21 and ρ2 = 15, the optimal to-
tal call-blocking rate ropt decreases about 15% compa-
red with the total call-blocking rate without our control. 

Regarding 4), in our proposed reservation control,
rtotal includes the weight of each traffic intensity. Under
this condition, the larger ρ1 is, the more narrowband flows
can be accommodated in the networks. Therefore, rtotal
decreases. In the following figure, we show characte-
ristics of the optimal threshold Thopt. 

Figures 9, 10, 11, and 12 show characteristics of the
optimal threshold Thopt by changing the traffic intensity
ρ1 and ρ2 and by changing the broadband bandwidth
b2. The optimal threshold Thopt is the threshold that mi-
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nimizes the total call-blocking rate for each traffic con-
dition. The horizontal axis is the traffic intensity of nar-
rowband flows ρ1. When Thopt = B – b2 +1, this ropt is the
total call-blocking rate when the proposed reservation
control system is not applied. In addition, when Thopt = 0,
no broadband flows are accepted. 

These figures show the results when the traffic in-
tensity of broadband flows ρ2 is fixed; the larger ρ1 is,
the smaller Thopt is. This result indicates that the more
narrowband flows there are, the more broadband flows
should be rejected with a smaller Thopt. This enables
more narrowband flows to be accommodated, thus re-
ducing the total call-blocking rate. Moreover, these cha-
racteristics do not depend on ρ2. In Figures 9-12, the lar-
ger b2 is, the smaller ρ1 making Thopt = 0. When Thopt = 0,
arriving new broadband flows cannot be accommoda-
ted. This result indicates that the larger broadband
bandwidth b2 is, the more narrowband flows can be ac-
commodated by our reservation control. 

Figures 13 and 14 show the total call-blocking rates
when Th is changed. Figure 13 shows the results when
ρ1 is ρ1= 30 in Figure 9. In this figure, when ρ1 is as large
as ρ1= 30, the change in rtotal becomes flatter. For ex-
ample, in Figure 13 when ρ1= 30 and ρ2=15, the optimal
threshold is Thopt = 15. However, the total call-blocking
rates rtotal are kept almost unchanged when the optimal
threshold Thopt is set in the range from Th = 0 to Th = 21. 

In Figure 14, the difference in the decrease in the to-
tal call-blocking rates r total varies according to traff i c
conditions when Th is nearly Thopt. For example, when
ρ1= 10, the optimal threshold is Thopt = 22. However, the
total call-blocking rate rtotal increases to about 3% when
the threshold Th is set to nearly Thopt. Meanwhile, when
ρ1= 30, the optimal threshold is Thopt = 0. Under this con-
dition, the total call-blocking rates rtotal are kept almost
unchanged. Therefore, under this condition, a near-op-
timal total call-blocking rate rtotal is given by using re-
servation control when the threshold Th is nearly Thopt.
In other words, a near optimal total-call blocking rate
rtotal is given when Th is set to nearly Th = 0. In contrast,
when ρ1 = 1, the total call-blocking rate decreases, or
cascades, suddenly every b2, which is the bandwidth
for broadband flow; the smaller the Th is, the larger the
total call-blocking rate rtotal is. Therefore, under this con-
dition, the proposed reservation control is not expected
to be effective. 

Here, we focus attention on the cascade in Figure 14
when ρ1= 1. Figure 15 shows the narrowband call-block-
ing rates, broadband call-blocking rates, and total call-
blocking rates with this configuration. As shown in the
figure, this cascade is caused by changing the difficulty
in accommodating broadband flows every b2.   

Overall, we can describe the characteristic relations
between traffic intensity and threshold as follows. 

• When b2 is fixed, the larger ρ1 and ρ2 are, 
the smaller Thopt  is, which minimizes the total
call-blocking rate.

• The larger b2 is, the larger the decrease by 
our proposed reservation control. 

• The larger ρ1 is, the flatter the differences 
in rtotal become. Therefore, under this condition, 
a near optimal total call-blocking rate rtotal is given
by using reservation control when the threshold
Th is nearly Thopt. 

• When ρ1 is small, rtotal steps down with every b2.
Under this condition, the proposed reservation
control is not expected to be effective. 

Figures 13-15.
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Therefore, when Thopt is set appropriately according
to traffic intensities, r total is minimized. In addition, as
shown in Figure 13, rtotal approaches the optimal total
call-blocking rate under certain traffic conditions, such
as when ρ1 = 30, even if the threshold Th is not equal
to Thopt. 

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a novel CAC strategy for ma-
ximizing total accommodated flows based on the new
philosophy that heterogeneous flows should be treated
equally in networks. Our proposed CAC is modeled on
a M1M2/M1M2/S/S system, and theoretical numerical
analyses show its effectiveness. In future work, we will
evaluate the performance of our proposed CAC under
various traffic configurations because the number of ac-
commodated flows becomes close to the maximum num-
ber of total accommodated flows under some traffic con-
figurations, even if the optimal threshold Thopt is not app-
lied. We will also derive the optimal threshold Thopt for
minimizing the total call-blocking rate when the parame-
ters B, b1, and b2 change, and examine how to establish
the most practical Thopt. 
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